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Abstract. According to the theories of symbolic interactionism, phenomenology of perception and archetypes, we argue that symbols play the key role in
translating the information from the physical world to the human experience,
and archetypes are the universal knowledge of cognition that generates the
background of human experience (the life-world). Therefore, we propose a conceptual framework that depicts how people experience the world with symbols,
and how archetypes relate the deepest level of human experience. This framework indicates a new direction of research on memory and emotion, and
also suggests that archetypal symbolism can be a new resource of aesthetic
experience design.
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1

Introduction

Interaction involves a series of expression and interpretation between us as human
beings and the world around us. Speaking of aesthetics in interaction, what intrigues
us more is the very moment when meaning emerges while human beings are experiencing the world. Through experiencing the world, human beings then know how to
appreciate the beauty of interaction. Symbolic Interactionism [1] is a sociological
theory that aims at analyzing the patterns of communication, interpretation and adjustment between people. This theory provides a framework for understanding how
people interact with each other through the meanings of symbols. A fundamental
premise is that people do not directly react to the ontological-existing reality, but
respond to their understanding of this reality. Contrary to the traditional view of human in the machine paradigm, humans act toward things on the basis of the meanings
that they ascribe to these things [2]. People interact with each other by interpreting
each other's actions instead of merely reacting to each other's actions. Their response
is not made directly to the actions of one another, but instead is based on the meaning
that they attach to such actions. That is, each action, object, or event has its own symbolic meaning to be revealed. It is symbols that bridge the gap between the physical
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reality and what humans perceive, feel, and understand as a reality. While the hypothesis is made, a further question is raised: how are symbols created? Symbolic interactionism assumes that symbolic meaning emerges while interaction is happening
between people within the same social context. On the other hand, symbolic meaning
is in turn given by the social context where the interaction is situated. This forms a
reciprocal causation relationship between the symbolic meaning and the interaction.
The hypothesis of symbolic interactionism shared similarity with some discussions
about human experience in cognitive science [3]. Human experience has been a tough
topic for researchers. The tradition of behavioral science sees the physical world as
the true reality, and even to the extreme, argues that psychological phenomena are just
illusions [4]. Therefore it only takes into account how human bodies function in response to external stimuli, and rejects the existence of human mind. Nevertheless,
while some researchers try to describe the physical world as an independent body of
knowledge, phenomenologist Husserl [5] argues that human can never rid themselves
of the world and observe it objectively. The world, as a phenomenon, only emerges
while we are living within it. Therefore, he proposes the concept of ‘life-world’, saying that the world is a grand theater of objects variously arranged in space and time
relative to perceiving subjects. The life-world is already and always there, and can be
thought of as the background for all human experiences. All our personal experiences
can thus be built upon this background through living within it. In this sense, the
world we are talking about is never ontologically-objective, but always ontologicallysubjective to the life-world we all share. It is argued that this life-world is considered
as the real reality that researchers should focus. What we need to further understand is
how personal subjective experience is built upon this consensual reality.
It seems that behaviorism and phenomenology hold completely opposite positions
on their understanding about human experience. Fortunately, this dilemma was resolved when ‘phenomenology of perception’ was proposed [6]. Inherited from Husserl’s concept of ‘life-world,’ Merleau-Ponty also believes that the physical world and
what we experience as the world are different but inseparable realities. However,
different from the above dualistic point of view, he further claims that the perception
(or the sensation) is the channel that communicates the physical world and the experienced world. That is, he acknowledges that both physical world and the life-world
exist as realities. For example, when you open your eyes, your perception is actively
automated to senses the red color or any other attributes of the physical world. When
you shut your eyes, you can still embody the redness or any other qualities—as part of
the lived-world—in your mind. In this sense, psychology and physiology are no longer two paralleled science, but two accounts of human experience [6]. Based on this
argument, a further question to answer is that: what are the media that transmit the
information between the physical world and the life-world?
This question has been long annoying researchers since they tried to define psychological phenomena. Since we have acknowledged that these psychological phenomena are real, what we need to answer is that how these phenomena become real [4]?
Psychology thus comes into play. Some cognitive scientists hold a similar opinion
with symbolic interactionists. They argue that symbols, as the media that bear
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meaning, flow through the channel of perception between the ontologically-objective
world and ontologically-subjective human experience [3].

2

Experience the World with Symbols

What are symbols? Do symbols equal to signs? A Sign is a representation of one concrete concept that implies a direct connection between itself and the concept it refers
to. What it means ‘direct connection’ is that this connection to the extreme leads to a
causal relationship. For example, thunders are usually known as the sign of a storm
due to the fact that thunders always come with storms. In contrast, symbols are used
to signify things without rational correlations, such as a flag is a symbol of a country.
It is further argued that sign can only be used to refer to the known things, whereas
symbols indicate something that is still unknown, or ideas that cannot be precisely
depicted [7], e.g. peace, love, and culture. In essence, symbols itself are ontologically
objective, and bear no psychological meaning. Their meanings emerge only when
one’s life-world is being lived. By saying this means that the meaning of symbols is
ontologically subjective to human knowledge. Therefore, symbols can be in any kind
of forms or values of anything in the physical world depending on how we approach
the physical world to reveal our life-world [8]. In other words, the meaning of
symbols would vary based on which layers of knowledge are adopted to support the
experiencing procedure. Opposite to explicit knowledge that needs to be acquired by
conscious learning and repetitive remembering, Sperber [9] argues that symbolism is
a kind of tacit knowledge, an autonomous cognitive mechanism that, alongside the
perceptual and conceptual mechanisms, participates in the construction of knowledge
and in the functioning of memory. However, different from semiology, symbolic
interpretation is not a matter of decoding, but an improvisation that rests on an implicit knowledge and obeys unconscious rules. He further propose a hypothesis that the
basic principles of the symbolic mechanism are not induced from experience but are,
on the contrary, part of the innate mental equipment that makes experience possible.
In the traditional psychological concept, especially behaviorism, humans are usually understood with a “stimulus-response” process. However, a gap emerges between
the physical matters and psychological states. In research of emotion, appraisal theories [10] provides an fine argument to bridge this gap. While one is being chased by a
tiger, it is not the ‘physical’ tiger that causes the fear, but the appraisal of this situation—being chased by a tiger—triggers this emotion of fear. This theory thus calls
into the question: what provides the reference for the process of appraisal? Barrett [4]
claims that humans share a kind of ‘category knowledge’ in their cognition process to
interpret the ontologically-subjective meaning of ontologically-objective events. This
knowledge enables the psychological phenomena to link the body to the world to
create meanings. She further argues that the society can be the source of the knowledge. The society, by the definition of symbolic interactionism [1], is a reality that is
embodied through interaction among the people within it. On the other hand, the society in turn provides the symbolic meaning of everything within its social context.
Symbolic meaning is seen as a dynamic phenomenon, being constructed while
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interaction occurs, and in turn, grounding the basic understanding among people within it. It could also be understood as a pre-understanding of the physical world.
Extended from this pre-understanding by living within it, humans create their new
understanding, which in turn becomes the pre-understanding of the society. This loop
is so-called hermeneutic circle [11]. Interestingly, not only symbolic interactionists
but also some psychologist support the same idea that the society should be one of the
sources of symbolic meaning [4]. It is obvious that people in the same society to some
extent share the same languages, value system, and even ways of thinking. This
knowledge is not always explicitly given through education, but more often is gained
implicitly through living within it.
Cognition
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Fig. 1. The framework of how human experience is built with symbols

Beyond the society, we argue that there are many levels of knowledge that supports
our building process of the life-world (see figure 1). These five levels of knowledge
are personal, social, cultural, global, and universal. These first four levels of knowledge are neither static nor independent, but in a dynamic circulation. Information
flows through different levels, influencing their next level of knowledge simultaneously. Top four levels of knowledge change differently with time [12] while the
deepest level of knowledge remains consistent across time and space, as we call it
universal knowledge of symbols.

3

Archetypal Symbolism

Psychologist Jung [7] reveals insights about unconsciousness in a wider sense
throughout analyzing myths and fairytales from numerous cultures. He proposed the
concept of ‘collective unconsciousness’ [13], arguing that besides the personal psyche
(includes both conscious and unconscious minds), there exists a deeper level of unconscious mind, which contains some contents and modes of behavior that are
identical in all individuals over time and space. The collective unconsciousness thus
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constitutes a common psychic substrate of a universal nature which is present in every
one of us. This theory shares a similar idea with the Hindu view of reality [14] (see
Figure 2). Egos of people are like separated islands above the water, as people see
each other as independent individuals in the physical world. Our conscious thinking
makes us believe that we are separate entities who are floating freely above the water.
However, people can hardly notice the unconscious part of their mind under the surface of water. Furthermore, people are unaware that they are connected to each other
by means of the ocean floor beneath the water. This is what Jung claimed that our
personal unconsciousness rests upon a deeper layer, the collective unconsciousness,
which is not a personal acquisition but is inborn as the foundation of the psyche [13].

Knowledge for
cognition

Physical
World

Ego
Perception & Cognition
LifeWorld

Personal
Social

Personal
Unconscious

Cultural
Global

Collective Unconsciousness

Universal

Fig. 2. A metaphorical mapping of the levels of knowledge and Hindu view of reality (adapted
from Boeree [14])

Applying the same analogy with Jung’s theory to our framework of human experience, a more thorough explanation can be drawn (see figure 2): the world above the
water represents the physical world while the world under water refers to the lifeworld [5]. Human perception and cognition therefore appears to be the fine surface
that connects between the air (the physical world) and the sea (the life-world). The
water that surrounds us—as the society and the culture we live in—shapes our
personal unconsciousness in an implicit way [15]. Besides the upper four levels of
knowledge, the level of universal knowledge at the bottom links to the collective unconsciousness, which stands as the fundamental sea floor that we all connect with.
Continuing with the theory of the collective unconsciousness, Jung further developed the concept of archetypes [7]. Archetypes are defined as the components of the
collective unconsciousness, which is an inborn tendency that cannot be consciously
acquired to experience things in a certain way [13]. As the receptive fields of retina
are not consciously perceived, but forms visual perception, archetypes, likened to
another model of human, are psychic structures of a primordial origin, which are
mostly inaccessible to consciousness, but determine the structure of our psyche [16].
Archetypes are very close analogies to instincts because the latter are impersonal,
inherited traits that present and motivate human behavior long before any consciousness develops. Jung described archetypes as an unconscious psychic impulse, like
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instincts influence people as physical impulse toward actions [17]. A more extreme
analogy would be describing archetypes as the structure of the psyche, which is similar to organs of the physical body [18]. By the same token, if our body functions as
the ‘hardware’ of our perception, i.e. our physical organs, archetypes play as the role
of ‘software’ that define our patterns of thoughts, emotions, and behaviors. Hence,
symbols appear to be data, flowing between the physical world and the life-world.
Although archetypes are embedded in the deepest level in human unconsciousness,
Jung found that archetypes are embodied as ancient motifs and predispositions to
patterns of behavior that manifest symbolically as archetypal images in dreams, art, or
cultural forms [7]. His followers continue this direction, collect archetypal symbolic
contents all over the world, and analyze their symbolic meanings from both archeological and psychological perspectives [19]. These data provide an abundant resource
for not only research but also design of human experience.

4

Implication for Research

Human experience (the life-world) is an ontologically-subjective phenomenon, which
we cannot direct observe. To unfold this black box, the only option is to analyze the
representation of these mental phenomena. For this purpose, it is suggested to seek the
paradigms in psychology [4]. Since humans’ unconsciousness is hardly accessible by
their consciousness, it is unclear if some psychological representations are triggered
by one’s conscious thinking, unconscious thinking, or even both. For example, if we
simply apply the ‘memory-recall tasks’ method: directly ask subjects to recall the
semantic meaning of a symbol according to their own understanding. This approach is
problematic for two reasons. First, semantic expression has limits in its nature, so that
it might not be able to reflect complete symbolic meanings. As Jung states, symbolic
meanings are abstract concepts that cannot be precisely described [7]. Second, memory-recall task is a conscious inference process for explicit memories (or declarative
memories) [20, 21], which is supported by the personal level of knowledge instead of
other knowledge that relate to unconsciousness. In contrast, implicit memories (or
non-declarative memories) are unconscious and associative, which are suggested to
apply association tasks in experiments [22].
Several studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of memory-association tasks in
justification of the symbolic meanings for archetypal contents [23, 24]. This is also in
accord with the mainstream of research into memories: the constructionist approach of
memory recollection [25]. This approach regards memories as dynamic recollections
instead of static records of something. Each recall task requires ‘cues’ that are is associated with fragments of memories of something. Those fragments of memories with
strong connections with the cue would be easier to be cued. A similar paradigm is
adopted in research on emotion, where researchers follow a stimuli-representation procedure. Although this procedure makes very few differences to traditional behaviorist
methods, modern psychologists consider subjects’ emotional responses as an indirect
representation of their psychological phenomena instead of direct responses to the given
stimuli. More importantly, researchers have found that emotions play the key role in
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strengthening the association between the fragment of memories and its cue [26]. This
allows us to extend our framework in more details (see figure 3). In the context of our
framework of human experience, some physical attributes in the physical world are
identified as symbols according to the five levels of knowledge in the cognition process,
and then are embodied as symbols in the life-world. Symbols function both as the cue
that extracts the related memories and also the stimuli that elicit emotions out of subjects’ life-world. These psychological phenomena aggregate as a new experience that
emerges from the life-world. Each of new experiences represents the emergence of a
new symbolic meaning. While an experience is embodied in the life-world, it is simultaneously influencing the knowledge for cognition. This reflects the concept of the hermeneutic circle [11], that humans change their way of thinking (knowledge for cognition as pre-understanding) while they are experiencing the world (human experience as
understanding). The new experience again becomes memories in the life-world for future experience and recollection of memories.
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Fig. 3. Our advanced framework of how human experience is formed in the life-world

As the main focus of this framework is on the universal level of knowledge, i.e.
archetypes, numbers of interesting research questions are raised for future work. First,
how can we study archetypes? Since archetypes are hidden in the unconscious, the
only way to study them is through their representation in different forms, such as
stories, graphics, and even movies. Therefore, a starting point would be identifying
archetypal contents as the materials that can be used for psychological experiments.
Second, what is the correlation between archetypes and human experience? This research question actually involves two intertwined psychological phenomena: emotion
and memory. Since these emotions and memories about archetype are all in the
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unconscious level, it suggests indirect approaches to capture these psychological phenomena, e.g. memory-association tasks instead of memory-recall task [23, 24], and
physiological signals instead of self-reports of emotions [27].

5

Design for Aesthetic Experience

A more interesting topic to implication for design is how archetypal symbolic contents can be applied in design for aesthetic experience. Traditional product design
mainly focuses on aesthetic experience, experience of meaning, and emotional experience in physical products [28]. With this definition, aesthetic experience relies on
one’s appreciation of the form and material, whereas the experience of meaning
counts on the interpretation of the personal, social, cultural meanings of the products.
In the end, emotional experience emerges as the overall result of the appraisal of these
two experiences. However, Ross and Wensveen [29] propose another form of aesthetics: aesthetic interaction. They emphasize the importance of the social and ethical
dimensions in dynamic forms of interaction. In which case, aesthetics is not bounded
with physical attributes of products, and can manifest through interacting with
products. What designers should take into account is the symbolic meaning of the
interaction among users and products, rather than the intrinsic meaning of the physical
products itself.
Physical products, in our framework, are part of the physical world, which are ontologically-objective and bear no meanings. These products then become stimuli of
emotions or cues of memories, which initiate an internal process of experience and
external behavior interacting with it. Apart from personal appreciation about the static
qualities, e.g. form and material of products, the aesthetics experience also emerges
when people are unconsciously yet actively trying to reveal the symbolic meaning of
the product as part of their life-world. This perspective of product experience goes
beyond the function of product, focusing on the presence of objects and the meaning
of the interaction between human and product. Niedderer proposes a framework of
this interaction of meaning making: mindful interaction, and names the products with
the quality of meaning making as performative objects [30]. More specifically, mindfulness refers to a state of awareness or consciousness that implies one’s presence of
the moment, and is believed to promote psychological well-being [31]. The concept
of performative objects addresses the product’s consequences for human social interaction, raising awareness and reflection of oneself in the present. The ultimate goal
of this framework is to enhance users’ states of mindfulness through the mediating
influence of products. According to our framework of human experience, mindful
interaction demonstrates a kind of approach to transform physical attributes in physical world to symbols in the life-world, and with this interaction, users are guided to
reflect the social phenomena behind the usage of the product. In other words, the
attempt of mindful interaction is to bring the knowledge for cognition to a conscious
level, allowing users to be aware of the experience that they are undergoing.
While Niedderer’s framework focuses on social phenomena, we aim at leading users to a deeper level of their own experience, i.e. experience about archetypes. In this
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sense, archetypal symbolism provides us an opportunity to design a new form of aesthetic experience in a unconscious level. One typical expression of the experience
about archetypal symbols might be Campbell’s concept of the hero’s journey [32].
Based on Jung’s theory of archetypes, he identifies the basic structure of archetypal
experience in all myths from different cultures in human history. This also sheds light
on some study in user experience about using new products [33]. Metaphorical speaking, the storyline of hero’s journey implements the construction of the life-world built
by archetypal symbols. It seems promising to apply the storyline of the hero’s journey
as a new approach to achieve mindful interaction that leads users to achieve archetypal experiences.

6

Conclusion

Based on the theories of symbolic interactionism, phenomenology of perception, and
archetypes, we introduce a new framework describing how human experience the
world with symbols. In this framework, archetypes are the components of the deepest
level of knowledge for cognition, the collective unconsciousness, which defines the
basic structure of the life-world. This concept indicates a new direction of research on
human experience. Furthermore, we suggest that archetypal symbolism can be a new
resource of aesthetic experience design.
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